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The present issue of AETHIOPICA is the twenty-fifth since the journal’s founding in 1998. It is also the thirteenth issue I have worked on as editor-in-chief, one more than that of founder Siegbert Uhlig. The present time, however, does not lend itself to celebrations of any sort. The global political crisis and the situation in the Horn of Africa are having a deep impact on the scholarly community, which appears divided and radicalized on opposite or increasingly diverging positions as never before. The growing influence of diaspora communities is at times marked by waves of resurgent nationalism. The challenge posed by main-stream policy in countries of established scholarly traditions gives less and less space to small fields—as is the case of Ethiopian and Eritrean studies. The consequent lack of resources triggers the fragmentation of the scholarly scene. New balances based on mutual legitimation and acknowledgement of a common scholarly method are not obvious. The consequence of this complex situation, which reflects global changes, is that scholarly and academic freedom can be put at risk. Of all priorities envisaged in the mission of AETHIOPICA, preservation of academic freedom along with scholarly quality has been, is, and will remain the top priority of the journal.

I regret that in the past, and still now, the lack of available qualified authors has prevented AETHIOPICA from duly commemorating distinct colleagues and researchers recently passed away who were more than deserving of an obituary. I would like to remember at least some of them here, by name, as a very modest tribute to their work and memory: Johannes Launhardt (1929–2019), Mesfin Wolde Mariam (1930–2020), Steffen Wenig (1934–2022), Girma Fisseha (1941–2020).

To end on a positive note, three colleagues active in Ethiopian and Eritrean studies have received important awards this year, and we would like to mention them here: Samantha Kelly (Professor of Medieval History at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, also on our International Editorial Board), has won the Choice Outstanding Academic Title 2020, and the African Studies Review Prize for the Best Africa-focused Anthology or Edited Collection 2021, for her *A Companion to Medieval Ethiopia and Eritrea* (Leiden–Boston, MA: Brill, 2020); Verena Krebs (Junior-Professorin für Mittelalterliche Kulturräume at Ruhr-Universität Bochum) has received the Dan David Prize for her *Medieval Ethiopian Kingship, Craft, and Diplomacy with Latin Europe* (New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2021); and Massimo Zaccaria (Professore Associato in Storia e Istituzioni dell’Africa at Università degli Studi di Pavia) has received the Giorgio Maria Sangiorgi award of the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei ‘per la Storia ed Etnologia dell’Africa’. To all of them—the warmest congratulations from AETHIOPICA!
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der eminent wichtige Bereich der Handschriften entgangen, jene mehr als 200.000 „Kronzeugen“ und Hauptquellen von Kultur und Geschichte, die bis heute die Äthiopienforschung in Atem halten. Ebenso fehlt eine für das Verständnis der Region grundlegende Einführung in die Gliederung der über 80 Sprachen. Und die Weltkulturerbestätte Lālibalā wird zwar erwähnt, hätte aber neben Harar unbedingt eine ausführliche Beschreibung erfordert. Auch auf die sehr eigene Literaturgeschichte, die die Gesellschaft bis heute prägt, aber nicht dokumentiert wird, hätte der Leser Anspruch gehabt.

Als Defizit erweist sich, dass zwar dem Islam und dem Judentum eigene Kapitel gewidmet werden, nicht aber der Äthiopisch-Orthodoxen Kirche, ohne die das Land mit seiner Geschichte und Kultur – und wenn auch nur oberflächlich – nicht zu verstehen ist.


Von einem politikwissenschaftlichen Autor ist vielleicht nicht zu erwarten, dass er in Fragen von Sprache, Literatur und überwiegend religiös ausgerichteter Kunst seine Kompetenz unter Beweis stellen muss – zu erwarten aber wäre gewesen, dass diese Schwäche mit einem Koautor ausgeglichen worden wäre.

Dennoch, auch wenn das Buch keine wissenschaftliche Forschungsarbeit liefert, ist es als Einführung in die politische Geschichte Äthiopiens bei Berücksichtigung seiner wissenschaftlichen Mängel eine Bereicherung für eine breite Leserschaft.

Siegbert Uhlig, Emeritus


The book by Marie-Laure Derat aims to comprehend all available sources, interpret them, and propose new viewpoints for the history after the decline of the Axumite kingdom till 1270, when the so-called ‘Solomonic dynasty’ was restored.
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To alert criticism the absence of which gave rise to confusion at various levels, the scholar discusses the images given by the ‘Solomonids’ to the ‘non-Solomonids’, the Zāgʷe, and demarcates the history as narrated by the scholars. As Derat provides all the elements upon which she builds her hypothesis—and another possible, but disfavoured way of reasoning—the book equips the reader with all the necessary evidence and, thus, makes the reader feel intelligent. The reader will appreciate the glossary (pp. 273–277), the note on the Ethiopic calendar (pp. 279–280), the chronology starting from the first century and ending with the fifteenth century (pp. 281–282), maps (pp. 311–318), the index of personal and place names (pp. 319–323), and, at the end, images that present all written documents discussed in Gǝʿez.

Chapter 1 (pp. 29–86) introduces written sources on the Zāgʷe kings and serves as the foundation for the following chapters. For each document, the author provides information on its ‘discovery’, (research) history, physical description, as well as the text in Gǝʿez with its interpretation in French. Each document is followed by a discussion defining its research potential. The chapter opens with an introduction to the scholarly discussion of King Ṭanṭawādām’s land charter to the church of ´Urā Ḍašqal, attested in MS Gulo Maḵadā, ´Urā Qirqos, UM-035 (eighth century) (pp. 30–38). The author argues that the manuscript is a copy of an authentic Gǝʿez document contemporary to King Ṭanṭawādām’s reign and, in its light and vice versa, suggests reading the biography of Patriarch Cyril II of Alexandria (1078–1092) (pp. 69–73). This question was further elaborated by the author in M.-L. Derat, ‘L’affaire des mosquées: Interactions entre le vizirat fatimi de, le patriarcat d’Alexandrie et les royaumes chrétiens d’Éthiopie et de Nubie à la fin du XIe siècle’, Médiévales, 79 (2020 = Éthiopie, Nubie, Égypte: Pouvoirs chrétiens et musulmans (Xe–XVe siècle)), 15–36.

These two accounts together enable a dating of King Ṭanṭawādām’s reign at the end of the eleventh and twelfth century (p. 73). Both texts provide glimpses into the presence of Muslim communities within the Christian kingdom. The author adds to the manuscript a discussion of two inscriptions (pp. 38–40): one attested on the cross donated to the church of ´Urā Ḍašqal by King Ṭanṭawādām, whose regnal name is Solomon (p. 38); and one attested on the metal cover of the Golden Gospel donated to the church of ´Abbā Maṭāʾ of Ham by King Solomon, whom, following Roger Schneider’s suggestion, is identified by the author as King Ṭanṭawādām.

King Ṭanṭawādām’s dossier is followed by the Gaʾaz text and translation of a note attributed to Metropolitan Mikāʾel Ḍamb (pp. 40–46), sometimes interpreted as its testimony and found in a gospel manuscript (no shelf mark assigned) datable from the sixteenth up to the eighteenth century previously only partially known from Sergew Hable Sellassie’s translation. The author con-
cludes that this note is a copy of an authentic Gaʿez document written in 1149/1150, according to the date in the document.

After which the author discusses the dossier of the best documented Zägʷe king, King Lālībalā. Based on images of some Golden Gospel folia taken by Schneider in 1975, the author re-evaluates Carlo Conti Rossini’s dating of the two land donations by King Lālībalā to the church of ʿAbbā Maṭāʾ of Ham and to the church of ʿUrā Masqal (pp. 46–59). Instead of sixteenth century for Lālībalā’s gʷalt to the church of Masqal and to the church of Maryām or document no. 6 (after Conti Rossini’s numbering), and seventeenth/eighteenth for Lālībalā’s gʷalt to Ham or document no. 7, the author suggests the two oldest versions stem from King Lālībalā’s time, while the paleographically later version of document no. 7, datable to the seventeenth century, is a copy of the original version of the same document. As Lālībalā’s gʷalt to the church of Masqal and to the church of Maryām or document no. 6 was photographed only partially, the re-evaluation of Conti Rossini’s considerations concerning the second part of the document, namely its dating to King Lālībalā’s time and considering it authentic, is to be regarded critically. As Conti Rossini did not suggest any translation, the French translation appears to be the first published attempt to interpret the document in its integrity.

In Chapter 2 (pp. 87–145), the author discusses the territory of the Christian Ethiopian kingdom, the Bogʷanā kingdom, as the author convincingly argues it was called, in the period covered by the documents introduced in Chapter 1, eleventh to thirteenth century, its centre and peripheries, structure, and relationships with internal (Muslim) and external (Arab and Coptic) neighbours, showing its cultural proximity to the Aksumite kingdom (mainly in architecture), as well as its difference from it (the hypothesis on the emergence of a new royal line of ‘the ḥadānī’ (p.108)).

Chapter 3 discusses King Lālībalā and the Ethiopian monarchy at the turn from the twelfth to the thirteenth century (pp. 147–194). The author draws attention to King Lālībalā’s wife, Masqal Kōbrā, and her high position in society, presupposing the strategical importance of this union (pp. 148–153). The author goes on to show how one can trace most of the symbols later employed by the ‘Solomonic dynasty’ for the ‘royal myth’ (pp. 153–160) back to King Lālībalā’s reign. Contouring the devout king as presented in Gaʿez sources, the author shows another side of the king’s role emerges from the Arabic source, the biography of Patriarch John VI of Alexandria, in which King Lālībalā is seen as a political leader. It is also stated that King Lālībalā’s reign is marked by several church foundations and numerous donations on behalf of the king (pp.163–173). The author recalls that the centre of political and church power seems to be Adafa, which remains to be identified (pp. 174–182), and not Roḥā-Lālībalā as some suggest, which, although undoubtedly marked by King Lālībalā’s attention,
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unfolds a different story about twelfth/thirteenth century kingdom, with many questions and hypotheses on Roḥā-Lālibalā’s precise role (pp. 182–190). The end of the chapter reflects on the passage from royal figure to the figure of a saint (pp. 190–194), showing the connection between King Zarʾā Yā qobʾs and King Lālibalāʾs cult in the church of Golgotā.

Chapter 4 (pp. 195–256) discusses the emergence of two different historiographies, one narrated by the authors of the Zāgʾe kings and the other narrated by the authors of the anti-Zāgʾe party. The author reflects on the context of the two main discourses, placing them in the course of time in the context of rewriting the past with its various stages—an ongoing scholarly process since the sixteenth century.

The book under review already proved to contain a number of working hypotheses which led researchers in various directions. It can be particularly stimulating for those who work in such domains as Ethiopian studies, medieval Africa, Horn of Africa, church history, as well as for any historian due to its methodological approach. Any scholar can appreciate it as a piece of good and clear academic writing.

Nafisa Valieva, Collège de France


In this monograph, Verena Krebs examines the diplomatic contact between the Christian Ethiopian kings (nāgāšt) and various Latin European powers between about 1400 and 1526. These contacts have often been approached from the side of the European powers, whose motives, including military alliance and religious union, are attested in a wide variety of sources. Yet it was the nāgāšt who initiated the first successful diplomatic contacts, and who continued to land their envoys in Europe over a long period in which European powers tried but failed to reciprocate. Krebs thus orients her study around a deeply relevant question: what exactly did the nāgāšt want? It is a complex question to investigate, for until the sixteenth century there are precious few Ethiopian sources that speak directly to this diplomacy. The prevailing interpretation—that the nāgāšt sought military alliance and weaponry—Krebs finds unsupported by evidence and Eurocentric in its assumptions of Ethiopian weakness and need for ‘superior’ European technology. She thus sifts through a raft of European sources and several Egyptian accounts, as well as what Ethiopian textual and material evidence can reveal of the contacts themselves and of their context, to look again.